PROGRAM GUIDE

A SMALL CHARITY
MAKING A BIG
IMPACT & LASTING
CHANGE TO YOUNG
PEOPLE’S LIVES
FOR 10 YEARS IN
LONDON & BEYOND
Together we can create stories
and make a lasting change
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2019 Community Project
of the Year

YOUNG URBAN
ARTS FOUNDATION
To empower the lives of young people by
strengthening mental well-being and accessing
opportunities through creativity, ensuring every
young person is seen, heard & celebrated.
The delivery team is made up of qualified youth
workers, trained artist facilitators such as, lyricists,
presenters, producers, visual artists, professional
dancers and singers who are all active in the
creative industries, making YUAF UNIQUE.
2019 L&Q Creating
Places Award
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OUTREACH
MEDIA BUS
13,880 young people reached
“I learned to be positive” — SHAHAB,
15, WANDSWORTH
“The bus came to the estate once
a week for 6 weeks. We noticed the
difference in Anti-Social Behaviour
after just two. ” — COMMUNITY POLICE
OFFICER, LEWISHAM
Click here to
watch a video
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WHERE WE GO
YUAF takes the bus to at-risk and often
isolated communities with high levels
of deprivation where there is little or nothing
for young people to engage in. As a result,
there are many issues that they encounter
that need support in addressing.
At YUAF, not only do we create a safe space
for young people to have fun whilst learning
new skills and confidence, but most importantly,
we offer opportunities to process their feelings
and emotions through creativity.
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THE RESULT
At YUAF, not only do we create a safe
space for young people to have fun whilst
learning new skills and confidence, but
most importantly, we offer opportunities to
process their feelings and emotions through
creativity.
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MIND OVER
MATTER
Mind over Matter provides a range of successful
empowerment programs designed to enable young
women, aged 13 -15, make healthier choices that
support their mental and emotional well-being so
they can make better informed decisions.

“I learned I’m not irrelevant,
it’s okay to have emotions and I’m
allowed to speak” — MOLLY, 13

Topics have included social media & self-esteem,
body image and empowerment. Each young woman
learns to develop healthier ways to communicate
and practices identifying and vocalising their
feelings with confidence.
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THE RESULTS
Goals are set and aspirations raised by giving
them the tools, support, and community they
need to grow into a healthy, strong women
with passion and conviction.
“I felt listened to. I’ve learnt to remove
myself from triggers and do things for
myself sometimes. Now going to classes
is easier.” — ARINNA, 13
“I learnt more on how to control and
manage my feelings” — RHIANNON, 13
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PROGRESSION
ROUTES
We know the importance of motivating young
people towards achieving their goals. YUAF’s
Pathways service allows us to identify those
who want to progress further-whether that’s in
the arts, employment and training or accessing
emotional and well-being support.
YUAF Futures was created for young people
aged 16-19 from communities challenged by
inequality, with an aim to provide them with
work experience placements and up-skilling
opportunities. We want to build a support system
and self-belief in the youth community to drive
their aspirations.

“My journey with YUAF started at the age
of 15 when I was really struggling in life with
no purpose and low self-esteem. I am now
23 and life has changed dramatically for the
better; now in full time employment, I am
proud to say I am also a YUAF trustee. This
just goes to show the development we
offer to our young people.” — ADAM GILL, 23
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SUPPORT YUAF
With a generous donation of £5,000, you can:
SPONSOR A COMMUNITY
Our Outreach Media Bus will visit a community
of your choice for 6 weeks.
EMPOWER 30 YOUNG WOMEN
We will engage with 30 young women in a 10 week
empowerment program with an additional 6-weeks
of follow up in one-to-one sessions with those who
require further support.
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GETTING FUNDS
TO YUAF
ONLINE DONATIONS:
Good news! Online fundraising goes directly to
YUAF
TRANSFER FUNDS TO US DIRECTLY:
NatWest Bank Plc
Young Urban Arts Foundation
Account Number: 11201908
Sort Code: 60-24-26
YUAF Donation Page: www.yuaf.org/signup
Paypal Donation Page: paypal.me/YUAF
CAF DONATION:
Please make your final donation here via CAF
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YUAF
ACHIEVEMENTS
TO DATE: 17,530 young people engaged
AS OF 2021: 1,055 young people engaged
By 2025, we aim to empower 3,000 young people
every year through creative cultural programs
and opportunities, face to face engagement
and on our digital platform worldwide.
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SUPPORT
YUAF
Thank you for your support and for
helping us reach our long-term goal:
By 2025, we aim to empower 3,000 young
people every year through creative
cultural programs and opportunities, face
to face engagement and on our digital
platform worldwide.

